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Free-standing versus AlAs-embedded GaAs quantum dots, wires,
and films: The emergence of a zero-confinement state
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Using a plane-wave pseudopotential method we investigate the electronic structure of free-standing
and of AlAs-embedded GaAs quantum dots, wires, and films. We predict that~i! the confinement
energy of the valence-band maximum~VBM ! is larger in AlAs-embedded than in free-standing
quantum structures, because of the zero-confinement character of the VBM wave function in the
latter case;~ii ! small GaAs quantum structures have an indirect band gap, whereas large GaAs
quantum structures have a direct band gap;~iii ! the conduction-band minimum of small
free-standing quantum structures originates from the GaAsX1c valley, while it derives from the
AlAs X1c state in AlAs-embedded quantum structures;~iv! the critical size for the direct/indirect
crossover is larger in embedded quantum structures than in free-standing quantum structures.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!02124-9#

Semiconductor nanostructures have received great atten-
tion in recent years, both from an experimental and a theo-
retical point of view. Several techniques have been devel-
oped to confine carriers in two or three dimensions, leading
to the realization of quantum wires and dots. The two general
strategies commonly used to realize quantum confinement
rely on ~i! embedding the semiconductor quantum structure
in a larger-gap semiconductor barrier~e.g. GaAs in AlGaAs
or InGaAs in GaAs!, or ~ii ! using an organic solvent to create
a confining barrier for the semiconductor quantum structure.
In the former case~embedded quantum structures!, effective-
mass based methods often provide a simple and sufficiently
accurate model to predict and interpret the experimental re-
sults, while in the latter case~free-standing quantum struc-
tures! the agreement of such simple theoretical models with
experiment is much worse.1

In this work, we contrast the electronic properties of~a!
AlAs-embedded and~b! free-standing GaAs quantum films,
wires and dots using a direct pseudopotential method. We
find that, quite surprisingly, the confinement energy of the
valence-band maximum~VBM ! is larger in AlAs-embedded
than in free-standing~hydrogen passivated! quantum struc-
tures, due to the ‘‘zero-confinement’’ character of the VBM
in the latter case. This effect depends on the crystallographic
orientation of the sample surfaces, but should otherwise be
present in any zinc-blende free-standing quantum structure.
We also find thatsmall GaAs quantum structures always
have anindirect band gap. In the case of free-standing quan-
tum structures the conduction-band minimum~CBM! origi-
nates from the GaAsX1c conduction state, thus making the
quantum structureintrinsically indirect ~type-I alignment in
real space!. In the case of AlAs-embedded quantum struc-
tures the CBM originates from theX1c conduction state that
is localized in the AlAs matrix, leading to a type-II align-
ment in real space.LargeGaAs quantum structures, on the
other hand, have adirect band gap, with the CBM originat-
ing from the GaAsG1c state. Thus, for both free-standing
and AlAs-embedded GaAs quantum structures we predict an
indirect→ direct transition as the size increases; the critical

size for this transition is larger in AlAs-embedded than in
free-standing quantum structures.

Rather than use the conventional effective-mass approxi-
mation or the eight-bandk–p model, we solve the single-
particle Schroedinger equation for the quantum structure, us-
ing an atomistic, microscopic potential:

F2
1

2
¹21V~r !Gc i~r !5e ic i~r !. ~1!

The pseudopotential of the quantum structure,V(r ), is ob-
tained as a superposition of screened atomic
pseudopotentials,2 fitted to measured interband transition en-
ergies, effective masses and deformation potentials of bulk
GaAs and AlAs, and to calculated wave functions and level
splittings of GaAs/AlAs short-period superlattices. The sur-
face dangling bonds of free-standing GaAs quantum struc-
tures are passivated using hydrogen-like pseudopotentials,3

in order to remove the surface states from the band gap. The
quantum structure wave functionsc i(r ) are expanded in a
plane-wave basis set, including up to;105 basis functions.
The band-edge energies and wave functions are obtained
from Eq. ~1! using the Folded Spectrum Method,4 with a
computational effort that scales only linearly with the size of
the system.

We consider first~11̄0!-oriented GaAs quantum films.
The VBM and CBM energies at the center of the 2D Bril-
louin zone are shown in Fig. 1~a! as a function of the film
thicknessL ~note that in thê 110& directions 1 GaAs ML
.2.0 Å!. The shaded region indicates the GaAsbulk band
gap. Remarkably, we see that in the case of free-standing,
hydrogen-passivated quantum films~dashed lines! the VBM
energy is almost thickness independent, and is nearly degen-
erate with the bulk GaAsG15v energy. We refer to this prop-
erty as ‘‘zero confinement’’: the VBM energy is insensitive
to quantum confinement effects. In the language of the
effective-mass approximation, the quantum-structure wave
function is represented as the product of a Bloch-periodic
wave function times a slowly varying, sine-like envelope
function, which satisfies the boundary conditions. An analy-
sis of the calculated VBM wave function~Fig. 2! shows in-
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stead that the VBM envelope function is almost constant for
(11̄0) quantum films, and that theG15v Bloch-periodic wave
function nearly vanishes at the boundary of the quantum
film, automatically satisfying zero boundary conditions. In
the case of AlAs-embedded films the VBM energydoesde-
pend on the film thickness, and the VBM envelope function
has the usual sine-like form predicted by the effective-mass
approximation~Fig. 2!, thus explaining the larger confine-
ment energy of the VBM state.

A wave-function analysis shows that the CBM of free-

standing GaAs quantum films originates from the bulkX1c
z

valley forL,8 ML, while it becomes aG1c-derived state for
L.8 ML ~see also Table I!. The direct/indirect crossover is
evident in Fig. 1~a! as a kink of the energy vs thickness curve
at L;8 ML. In AlAs-embedded thin films, on the other
hand, quantum-confinement effects push theG-like
conduction-band state of GaAs above theX-like conduction-
band minimum of AlAs, exposing the latter as the CBM, as
discussed in Ref. 5. Thus, the CBM energy of AlAs-
embedded thin films (L,13 ML! is pinned at the bulk AlAs
X1c value, and the CBM wave function is localized in the
AlAs region, giving origin to a type-II alignment in real
space. For thicker films (L.13 ML! the CBM becomes a
G-like state localized in the GaAs film, leading to a type-I
alignment in real space. Thus, the indirect→ direct transi-
tion in AlAs-embedded quantum films corresponds to a type
II→type-I transition in real space. The VBM and CBM wave
functions of free-standing and AlAs-embedded indirect-gap
quantum films~L 5 7 ML! are compared in Fig. 3; the
different spatial localization of the CBM wave functions and
the ensuing different alignment in real space are evident in
this figure.

We consider next GaAs quantum wires with square cross
section; the surface planes are oriented in the~11̄0! and~110!
directions, and the wires are periodic in the@001# direction.
The band-edge energies of free-standing and AlAs-
embedded quantum wires~calculated at the zone center of
the 1D Brillouin zone! are compared in Fig. 1~b! as a func-
tion of the wire sizeL. In this case the zero-confinement
nature of the VBM state is only partial, as suggested by the

FIG. 1. Band-edge energies of AlAs-embedded~solid lines! and free-
standing~dashed lines! GaAs quantum films~a!, wires~b!, and dots~c!. The
shaded areas denote the GaAs bulk band gap. The arrows indicate the criti-
cal size for the direct/indirect transition in free-standing quantum films and
wires.

FIG. 2. VBM wavefunction amplitude of AlAs-embedded~solid line! and
free-standing ~dashed line! GaAs ~11̄0! quantum films of thickness
L525 ML550 Å. The wave-function amplitude, averaged over the~11̄0!
planes, is plotted along the@11̄0# direction.

TABLE I. Critical sizes~in ML ! for the direct/indirect crossover in free-
standing and AlAs-embedded GaAs quantum films, wires, and dots.

Film Wire Dot

Free-standing 8 14 .15
AlAs-embedded 13 25 .15
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size dependence of the VBM energy. Nevertheless, the VBM
confinement energy of AlAs-embedded wires is still slightly
larger than the VBM confinement energy of free-standing
wires ~for L>5 ML!. The CBM of free-standing quantum
wires originates from the GaAsX1c valleys for thicknesses

up toL514 ML ~28 Å!, while it becomes aG1c-derived state
for larger quantum wires~see also Table I!. The CBM of
AlAs-embedded quantum wires is an AlAsX1c-derived state
in all the size range considered here; it is predicted to be-
come a GaAsG-derived state at the critical sizeL;25 ML
~50 Å!, where the type-II→ type-I transition occurs.

Finally, we consider rectangular GaAs quantum boxes
elongated in the@001# direction. The surface planes are ori-
ented in the~11̄0!, ~110!, and ~001! directions. We have
L1 1̄05L1105L and L0015A2L. The band-edge energies of
free-standing and AlAs-embedded quantum boxes are com-
pared in Fig. 1~c! as a function of the box sizeL. The VBM
confinement energy is slightly larger in AlAs-embedded than
in free-standing quantum dots~for L>5 ML!. Unlike the
case of quantum wires, however, the energy vs thickness
curve of small AlAs-embedded quantum boxes has a positive
~upward! curvature. This is due to the fact that a small GaAs
dot embedded in AlAs cannot bind a hole. Thus, the VBM
energy of the smallest GaAs quantum dot considered here
(L53 ML! coincide with the VBM energy of bulk AlAs,
and the corresponding wave function shows only areso-
nanceon the GaAs quantum dot. The CBM of free-standing
quantum boxes originates from the bulk GaAsX1c valleys in
all the size range considered here. The CBM of AlAs-
embedded quantum boxes, on the other hand, is pinned at the
energy of the bulk AlAsX1c state, and the corresponding
wave function is localized in the AlAs region.

In conclusion, using direct pseudopotential calculations
we have shown that the VBM energy of free-standing GaAs
quantum films, wires and dots is strongly affected by the
zero-confinement character of this state, leading to asmaller
confinement energy than in AlAs-embedded quantum struc-
tures. We have also demonstrated that quantum confinement
effects can transform a direct-gap semiconductor such as
GaAs into an indirect-gap system, with a mechanism similar
to the well known pressure-inducedG→X transition in
direct-gap semiconductors.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of En-
ergy, OER-BES, under Grant No. DE-AC36-83CH10093.
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FIG. 3. ~a! CBM and~b! VBM wave-function amplitude of AlAs-embedded
~solid lines! and free-standing~dashed lines! GaAs ~11̄0! quantum films of
thicknessL57 ML514 Å. The wave-function amplitude, averaged over
the ~11̄0! planes, is plotted along the@11̄0# direction. The CBM wave func-
tion of the AlAs-embedded film is normalized over a larger unit cell than the
one shown in the figure. Note that the free-standing film is type-I, while the
AlAs-embedded film is type-II.
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